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М.И.Горенотейн, Шин Нан Янг

Мы рассматриваем химически неравновесную к'одель для ОПИГРНК/!

рождения пионов в Аг+КС1 и La+La соударениях при начальных

энергиях Ejjgfj/Л = (0,5 - 1.П Гг-В/нукл. Избыток 5Г~ малых

энергий интерпретируется как проявление положительного х№*и«ес:<о-

го потенциала 5Г~ при тепловом "фриич-ауте". Мы находим, что

в соуплрениях ядер с большим атоуш/м номером химический потен-

цкал 5Г ~ меньше,чем у ЗТ* . С'тг селет к //репоказанию значи-

тельно меньшего избытка низкоэнегготических JF* , m сравнению

с измеренным избытком ЗГ " , п осударениях тяжп;п/х ионе в при

энергиях I ГэВ/нукл.

AS.I.Gorenatein, Shin Nan Yang

Chemical Potentials of Sf and Л in Heavy-Ion

Collisions

We consider a chemical nonequilibrium model to describe the pion

production in Ar+KGl and La+La collisions at initial ener-

gies E-, ./A » (0,3 - 1.8) GeV/nucl. The excess of low energy

Sf" is interpreted as the manifestation of positive chemical

potential of 5} at the thermal freeze out. We fina that in

collisions between nuclei with large atoraic numbers the chemi-

cal potential ot 5Г* is smaller than that of ST~ . Thid leads

to the prediction of a much less excess of low-energy ЦГ* ,

than as measured in the Ж" сазе, in heavy--ion collisions at

bombarding energies in the region of 1 SeV/nuol.
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Pion production is a dominant feature in relativistio nucleus-nucleus collisions'.

Pion <pectra have boon measured in central heavy-ion collisions : Ar + KCl nnd

Ln + Ln' at bombarding energies Eiall/A = (0.5 - 1.8) GcV/nucl , Si + Аи nt Г-\„ь/А =

14.G(V7V/nuc/4 , О + Аи аш! 5 -f S at £ W / i = 200GrV/nur/r '. AH d'.ta show

an enhancement of n~ spectra in the low-energy (low-tninswrsc momentum) region.

The physical origin of this phenomenon has been widely discussed in the literature

(see Refs. (6-13]). In Refs. 0 and 7 the excess of low-px pions was interpreted as

a collecti.e Row effect. It haq been shown12, however, that a covariant treatment

of the freeze-out surface gives a convex-.shap< spectrum and cannot account for the

experimentally observed belli*viour at low p±. Resonances decay contributions were

considered to fit CERN'8, Brookhaven9 and Devplac >0 data: "high temperature4' part

of the pion spectrum corresponds to thermal pion gas and decay of resonances simulates

the "low temperature" component. In these calculations i)ie hydrorlvuamicn.l expansion

was neglected. So ihe temperature and particle densities are too large at the freeze out

to justify their use of free particle picture. Besides, it was argued in Refs. 11 and 12 that

pions from Д decay cannot describe the enhancement in ihe low-energy experimental

pion spectrum since Л-decay peak is not seen in the measured pion spectra 3 " ' .

An interesting idea to explain я spectra in CERJV experiments at Et^jA =

?00GeV/nucl by positive pion chemical potential ц„ has been proposed in Refs. 14 and

15. я — it interactions in the pion g.is emerging in the niidrapidity region arc mainly

elastic scattering at tlic final stage of tlu expansion process. This implies that the

number of pions is effectively conserved at this stage and leads to /i» > 0 at the thermal

freeze out. Fitting JT~" spectra in О + An at 20QGrV/nucl , the freeze-out temperature

T and pion chemical potential /i. arc found to be: T = 167MeV, /i, --- 126A/cK M

(without transverse collective flow) or T — ЮОЛ/eV, fiv = 120A/eV 1Я (with transverse

collective flow).

In the present note ".vc explore the idea of fin > 0 to describe the excess of

low-energy pinna observed in ir~ spectra2 '3 lit 0c.m. = 90° for bombarding energies

Euk/A — (0.5 -i- 1.8)GeV/nucl. Instead of high-temperature meson gas with almost

zero baryonic number in midrapidity region at Ем/А — 200GeV/nucl considered in

Refs. 14 and 15, we deal h<ic with excited nuclear matter at moderate temperatures

but rather large values of baryonic densities.

Pion multiplicity was supposed " to be frozen at the dense stage of nuclear matter

evolution much earlier than the freeze out of pion momentum spectrum. The calculation

of Ref. 17 showed that the observed pion multiplicity correspond to rather large value of

the baryonic density a', "chemical freeze out" nc

f

k S! 2n. (п„ is the normal nuclear den-
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»ity), whereas rcaeonftble values of the baryonic density at thermal (particle momenta)

freeze out art" in the range в • = (0.3 — 0.7) п„. As the baryonic density decreases in the

expansion process the pion nbsorption becomes ineffective. Pion dim-шргагя from the

system mainly due to the sequence of reactions тг + N —• Д and Д t- N —» N + N. The

probability of the second reaction, however, decreases -apidly when baryonic density

becomes smaller than n^* 2 . It leads to the approximate conservation of Nn + N& in

nuclear mattei and nonzero value of pion chemical potential at the thermal freeze out.

From the above arguments, it is, therefore, reasonable to assume that we have

only local thermal but not chemical equilibrium during the expansion stage of the nu-

clear fireball. In the reet-frame of the volume element Д V pion momentum spectrum is

then given by Bose-Einstein distribution with positive value of pion chemical potential:

/ ( ) ( 1 )

where u> = (k2 + тп\)1^ aiid m n is the pion mass. For large values of pion energy ш

pion spectrum (1) has Riniple Boltzmann-like exponential behaviour

(2)

The dependence of the "enhancement factor"

л - Щ£ О)

on fiK is shown in Fig. 1 for freeze-out temperature T = 60Mr:V. A ahape of the

pion spectium /i(u>) (1) with ^» = 120MeV is given in Fig 2, which clearly exhibits

a two distinct elopes feature. To avoid confusion we remind that the measured slopes

(temperatures^ of high-energy part of the pion spectra are the combinations of thermal

(freeze-out temperatures) acd hydrodynamical (collective velocities) motions.

To explain the experimental enhancement 7J(o> = m») = (3 — 4) observed in

Ar + KCl at Fuh/A = l.8GcV/nucl2 ami La + La at E^/A - 1.35GcV/nucI* as
nn effect of chemical nonrqtiilibrium one needs rather large values of )iw in the region

of 120 MeV.

A very interesting consequence of the model can be obtained by extending it

to take into account baryoruc number and electric rLarge conservations. The chemical

reactions in pion-nuceon system

IT"* + r» •-• ir" + p, к~ +p«-f n° + в,



leads to the following rclationx between chemical potentials of different hadron species

/l*+ + />« = f'w" + /',, Hn- + ftp -•- /*«• + /'n- (4)

A general solution of Eq. 4 is

*n- = /*» - /'<?. /'»• = M». (5)

where fig and fiq are baryonic and electrical chemical potentials which rrgulatt the fun-

damental conservation laws of baryonic number В and electric charge Q respectively.

Chemical potential /in corresponds to the "accidental" (because of chemical nonequi-

librium stage) conservation of Nr 4- iVa particle number and ehotild be equal to zero in

chemical equilibrium.

The equality /IQ = 0 leads to Np = Nn antl TV,,- = JV,- = №„*•. These relations

correspond to the isotopic symmetric nuclear matter and do no I hold in the collisions of

'.eavy nuclei where the number of neutrons exceeds noticeably the number of protons.

This requires (IQ < 0 which leads to N, < /Vn and Nw- > N*> > Nr+. We estimate

now the numerical value of fiq at the freeze-out stage of La + La collisions at Е\яь(А =

1.35GeV/nucl. FVom the ratio of electric charge Q to !>aryonic number В we have

9. = HL =

 Nr + N'* - N'- id)
В 139 Np + Nn " ' '

The experimental value of negative pion multiplicity per participating nucleon has been

measured to be 3

- ЛГ„) = 0.075. (7)

fn Doltzmann approximation, we find nt the thermal freeze-out

where г = к''ч/т. From Eq. 8 we obtain г 2 0.78 and /IQ/71 ~ - 0.25, ft gives the ratios

TV,- ; ЛГ». : A*,*- = 1 : z : z2 and the total pion multiplicity N, = ( H г + z1)NK- Sf

2.39 JV,- . ТЫн is in a goo<l agreement with "isospin factor" Nr/Nn- = 2.35 introduced

in Ref. 3 to calculate total pion multiplicity Nr from experimental data on Nw-.

Assuming the freezi out temperature Г = 60МеУ we obtain /!„- - fin+ =

— 2fiQ = ЗОЛ/cV. Due to the strong dependence of the enhancement factor R de-

fined by Eq. 3 on ft,, as seen in Fig. 1, it leads to an essentially smaller ехсеяя of

low-energy jr+ than that of я". For nuclei heavier than La this difference becomes

stronger.
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We have checked ihe validity of the Bottzmnnn approximation of Eq. 8 by solving

the equations (6) and (7) using Perm- distribution for protons and шчНгопк and Dose

distribution for pions with chemical potentials defined by Eq. 5. F<,r frcezo-out values

of temperature T — 60MeV and baryonk density n'j — (np + nn)/* = 0.5no we liave

found a solution: fig = 828A/eV',/i» - 103AfeV and fiQ — -15A/cV. Note the

full agreement of the value of fiq with that hi Doltzmann approximation of Eq. 8 and

the large value of цж- which is just needed to explain the experimental low-energy n~

enhancement (see Fig. 1).

In summary, we have considered a chemical noncquilibninri model for pion pro-

duction in heavy ion collisions. It is assumed that in the expansion oi nuclear fireball,

only local thermal but not chemical equilibrium exists. This leads to a r.onvanishmg

pion chemical potential at the thermal freeze out of the nuclear matter produced in

heavy-ion collisions at bombarding energies Eiai,/A in the region of ~ 1 GrV/nuc]. The

observed enhancement in the low-energy ir~ spectra requires rather large value of /i*-.

We further show that chemical potential of ж* is always smaller than that of ж~. This

difference can be important for colliding nuclei with large atomic numbers. It not inly

givet* rise to a difference in JT~ and 7r+ multiplicities but also predicts different shapes

for their low-energy spectra. The strong enhancement in the low-energy spectrum of n~

observed in nuclear collisions will essentially disappear in f+ production case. It will be

most interesting to test this idea by measuring the тг+ spectrum in future experiments.

A hydrochemical model calculation which includes the effects of collective flow,

reeonaiicee decay and chemical noncquilibrium in a self consistent manner is currently

in progress. Preliminary results support the iibove suggestion of nouvanishmp, pion

chemical potential at the thermal freeze out. Results and detailed comparisons with the

experimental data will be published elsewhere.
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FUJI IRE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. The fuJiMjiri-iiii'iit factor Л of E<j. 3 as a function of the kinetic energy

(^ - (/.„) for T — GO Mi i' and different values of the pion chemical potential /»,:

/i, =• CO Л/г Г so'id rurve; /•„ - OOMeV bhort-dashed cuive; and /i» = 120 MeV

long-dasiied curv.

Fig. 2. The j)ion energy spectrum /i(w) (1) (in arbitrary units) as a function

of the kiiiftic energy (uJ - т „ ) for T = бОЛ/eV and ц„ = 120A/eV (solid curve). The

Doltzmann limit. /J(UJ) i.s hhown by the dashed line.
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